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Abstract: In substitution for Dirac monopoles with string (and for topoloo 
ical monopoles) we have recently introduced "monopoles without, string'" on 
the basis of a generalized potential, the sum of a vector A and a pseudo-vector 
75Z? potential. By making recourse to the Clifford bundle C(TM,g)[{TTM. g) — 
IRx3:C(TxM,g) - ]Ri,3J. which just allows adding together for each x € V/ 
tensors of different ranks. In a previous paper we succeeded in constructing a 
lagrangian and hamiltonian formalism for interacting monopoles and charges 
that, can be regarded as satisfactory from various points of view. In the present 
note, after having "'completed'" our formalism, we put forth a purely geomet
rical interpretation of it within the Kâhler-Clifford bundle fC(TmM.g) of dif
ferential forms, essential ingredients being a generalized curvature and the 
Hodge decomposition theorem. We thus pave the way for the extension of our 
"motiopoles without string" to non abelian gauge groups. The analogy with 
sutK-rsymmetric theories is apparent. 
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A b s t r a c t : In substitution for Dirac monopoles with string (and for topological 
monopoies) we have recently introduced "monopoles without string" on the basis of a 
generalized potential, the sum of a vector .4 and a pseudo-vector ^5£f potential. By mak
ing recourse to the Clifford bundle OrM,g)[{TrM,g) = Fl*.C{TTM,g) - K,,3]. which 
just allows adding together for each i € M tensors of different ranks, in a previous pa
per we succeeded in constructing a lagrangian and hamiltonian formalism for interacting 
monopoles and charges that can be regarded as satisfactory from various points of view. 
In the present note, after having "completed'' our formalism, we put forth a purely ge
ometrical interpretation of it within the Kãhler-Clifford bundle K\7'M,g) of differential 
forms, essential ingredients being a generalized curvature and the Hodge decomposition 
theorem. We thus pave the way for the extension of our "monopoles without string** to 
non abelian gauge groups. The analogy with supereymmetric theories is apparent. 
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It is wllknown that, when describing lhe electromagnetic field Fm- produced by a 
i>ir.u monopole*1-' m trrms of our singie potential A,, only, such a potential has to be 
singular alone an arbitrary lit)*- startmc froer the mor>op>ole and going to nihility This 
"«trine" has bren considered since long'1' - as unphysiral. because the singularity in .4„ 
dors not correspond to any singularity in F^. 

It is also wellknown that, in the V\\) gauge tlieury of electromagnet ism which has 
as mathematical model a Principal Fiber Bundle (PFB) r. : P — .\f with group V[\). 
monopoles appear only if we consider a non trivial bundle. \1 is in general a four di
mensional l,oremzian manifold modeling the spare time. The standard model is obtained 
by taking \f = ffl -1 and deleting from J?1-3 the world line of the monopoie. We then 
have as mo<ie! the PFB r P —• it2 x ,̂ ? with group f-'fl) and the monopoie charges 
appears as the Chern niirrit>ers characterizing the PFB. Theseobservations show that the 
topological t.heorv cioes not put on equal footing the electric charge and the monopoie. 
sine*- the former is introduced through the electric current and the i»tter is a hole moving 
»n space time34 Noticp that the topology of space time becomes even more exotic when 
generalized monopoles are present'1'. 

A way out has been looked for by many authors'26' via the introduction of a second 
potential Bu. But they did not completely succeed in dispensing with an exotic space 
time, whenever they wanted to stick to ordinary vector-tensor algebra. However (just 
on the basis of both a vector potential A 6 secA'rM C aecC(rM,g), [where C{rM,g) 
is the Clifford bundle constructed in the tangent bundle rM of the Lorentz manifold 
\1 equipped with the Lorentz metric g. and sec means a section of the bundle] and a 
pseudovector potential -?SJ9 € secC(T.W.p)). we recently constructed'7' a rather satisfac
tory formalism for magnetic monopoles without strings li.e.. living in ordinary Minkowski 
space time. fft1-3). by making recourse to the Clifford algebra J?j_? or more precisely to the 
Clifford-bundle C{TAJ,g) [where lT,M,g) = Jf,3I. tt13 is an algebra sufficiently powerful 
to allow adding together tensors of different ranks (grades). In ref.W. for example, both 
the electric and the magnetic current are vectorial, whilst in our approach they are repre
sented by a vectorial and a pseudovectorial current, respectively land nevertheless we can 
add them together^). Our formalism can be considered satisfactory for the reasons we 
shall see bellow. See also ref.'9'. Some analogous, but non equivalent, results have been 
gotten in refs.iMM,!. 

Prom Clifford to Klhler. In this paper we want, first of all. to pass from the C{ TM, g)-
language. used in ref.'7!. to the £(r*M.y)-language. i.e.. to the language of the differen
tial forms in T'M. the cotangent bundle with metric g (equipped with the Kãhler algebra 
[12.13) j #1 j n j g pAves t n e w ,y t incidentally, for a generalization of our "monopoles without 
string" to non abelian gauge groups. 

The new language will allow approaching the question of a suitable formalism for 
interacting charges and monopoles without string from a geometrical point of view in the 
space time manifold. *'. 

We recall that £(7?M,$) = C[T,M,g) = Ria, the so called space time 
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algebra *3. Now k(T?M.g). as a linear space over the real field, can be wvitlen 

\0«77.if) + \1(T;M) + V(77.\f»+ A3(77vrv + W T ^ M ). I I\ 

where \k(7T\n * the (jMirnenskmal spare of the *-forms \(T;Xf) = £ \k(T;\r) 
is called the Cartan algebra, and the pair \\(T^M),gx] is called the Hodge algebra. An 
analogous terminology exists for the vector bundles associated with these algebra* }'*' 

In £{T~.\t.g) there is a particular differential operator d odd in the ^-gradation of 
the algebra **. To introduce d. consider first, for any r* € secr'Af C sec£(r*M.g\ and 
any t € sec r M. the bilinear tensoriaJ map of type (1.1) given by 

*-»<"V f*. .2-

where »t is any element of sec Hi T'M. g) and Vf is the covaramt derivative of 4» (considered 
as an element of the tensor bundle). Then d is defined as the tensonal trace of the map: 

d = Tr(r-V,). (3) 

In terms of a local basis {7"} of 1-form fields and its dual basis {e,,} of vector fields, 
we can write 

d = 7"V„. 13') 

in particular, taking any local neighborhood V C M with a local basis \dx") 
d = ->mV„. we can showl913* that for any * € sed\r"M,g) C secK(T"M,g): 

d* = áx'*A(^*)-t-d (,jíV )4*), (4) 

where J is the usual .contraction operator of the theory of differential forms. We have: 

dz" A (V,¥) = </* (5,i 

3.J(V„*)« - < * >6) 

where </ is the usual differential, and 6 is the Hodge codenvative operator, here denned 
as: 

i*» = (-l)*«- ,rf»«* (7) 

where * is the Hodge star operator and 9* € tecK{r*M,g). The power of the Kihler 
bundle formalism appears clearly once we add to the fundamental formula 

9* = (d-6)* (8) 

therwultft,3',M« 
7*#» = ( - l ) ' • * * , (9) 
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where •<* - - ' V - " V is the volume element. *s and where f = 1 for k = 1.2.3 Mid f = 2 
fo? Á- - i). } m the particular case of the space time algebra f?|_i and with our conventions. 
We also haw that rf* = \d - i>): is the I) Alamhrnian operator. 

Generalized potential and nek): A satisfactory formalism. Before going on, ob
serve that the "completed" Maxwell equations. rF = ~Jf.dF = - * Jm. where F e 
9rcM27*.\/.j C sec\"(r"AÍ.Â) is the electromagnetic fieid and J,.Jm 6 sect.A1 r'\t,g) C 
secC(r*M,g) are respectively the electric and magnetic currents, can be written as'17' 

dF = Jt-*Jn=Jt + ^Jm=J. (10) 

With the introduction of the generalized potential"*' .4 = A + -y5fl. where .4./? 6 
seci.\1_"A/.5> C sec£(r*.V.</). we get F = dA = /) A .4 •+• i). \'hB\. once we impose the 
Lorentz gauge ha A — 0 **. Then we can writeeq.l 10> as: 

d*A - Jr . (?B= Jm. (\\) 

In our previous work''1 we wrote eqs.| 10) and 1111 in Ci rM.g). instead of K\T'M.y,. 
There we succeeded in introducing a non covemional lagrangian which yields the correct 
field equations when varied with respect to the generalized potential. Our approach, 
however, cannot overcome the "no - go theorems" by Rosenbaum et al.'*!: for instance 
Rohrlich'*' showed that a single Lagrangian can yield both the field equations and the 
charge and pole motion-equations only in the trivial case when Jm — kje. where it is a 
constant. Nevertheless in our approach we need apply the variational principle just once, 
since our lagrangian'7' implies even the correct coupling of the currents to the field. In the 
sense that, as showed in detail io refs.1"*'. the "completed'" Maxwell equations ieq.(lO)] 
tmphf. HS" = - \F«!»F. that: 

d„F' = F.J, + (?4FWm. (12) 

where S"4)" = £"" is the symmetric energy- momentum of the electromagnetic field. 
Calling K, = F.Jo and Km = -{ibF).Jm. and by projecting on the Pauli algebrar?3.o, one 
does consequently find the expected expressions for the forces |in particular the Lorentz 
forces) acting on a charge and a monopole: 

Kt = peE + JtKH (13a) 

A'™ = - * » £ + £ , x £ (13b) 

Generalized connection and crrvature. As is wdlknown. in a gauge theory'19' the 
potentials are pull-backs of connection in the PFB x : P -* M with group G. and the 
associated field is the pull-back of the connection curvature. In the case of standard elec-
tromagnetism, the field F € sec(A2r*Jlf,$) is derived from a potential A € sec(A1r'M,g), 
i.e.: 

F=dA. (14) 
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Powever the Hoder decomposition theorem'2"' (valid for compart spaces) assures us 
that more generally, if F Ç sec\A2r'At,g), then there always exist .4 € sec(Alr'.\t.g\. 
• B € src(A3-Mf.j) and C € sec, AJr\W.p). with dC = 6C = 0. such that F can »* 
mmqmrly derompo.*rJ into: 

F = ^ + ^ f l + C. il.Vt 

The Hodge decomposition naturally suggests naming genrrmhztd connection the quan-
tity 

1 = .4 - *B Ç sec{ A'T'JU.£) + sec(\*r'M,g) 116» 

and generalized ntrntfurt *' the quantity 

F = ffÃ = (</ - *M = rf/1 + * • B - d * B - 6A. 17 

Then F € seci A°-*.tf.£) + secf A2rMir$) + sec(A«r*.W,£) If we want F to be still a 
2-form, then the last two addenda in eq.(17) have to vanish, and we automatically end 
up with the Lorentz ffauge condition 

d*B = OA=0. I IS) 

and are left with 

F = dA + 6*B. (17') 

The field equations are obtained by evaluating OF. with d = d — fr. 

\d - S){dA + b • B - d * B - 4.4) = &A - # * B. (19) 

which writes 
dF = Jt- *Jm (20) 

once we identity 9* A = Jt : d2B = ym. Eqs.(19) are of course the "completed" MaxweD 
equations, now deduced within a geometrical context via a natural generalization of the 
definitions of connection and curvature: a generalization inspired by the "correspon
dences" d = d - d and * = ( — 1)*T5 and by the Hodge decomposition theorem. 

Further remarks: (i) A rather interesting consequence of the geometrical interpretation 
just presented is that eq.(17) can be assumed as a new definition of F, without impos
ing any longer the Lorentz gauge, since even in this case we get the right "completed" 
Maxwell equations [as it is clear from eq.(l8) and eq.(19)]. 

f ii) The introduction of our "monopoles without string" for the more general case of non 
abelian groups is discussed in refs.'I4,Ml Here we want to emphasize once more that, 
for our aims, the ordinary tentorial language is too poor, since - among the others - it 
does not satisfactorily distinguish between scalar and pseudo scalar quantities, as on the 
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contrarv ,' 15 strictly required hy phvsic. For instance, it is an essential character of the 
iayranpiar density of ref.'7' to he the sum of a scalar and a pseudo scalar part-7"22' 

(iii) At i»«a. let us take advantage of the present opportunity for pointing out some mis
prints Appeared in the previous paper.1'' that might make difficult for the interested reader 
to rederive those results of ours: 11) at page 234. column 2. line IS: the two expressions 
d J ought rather to read do J t'2) at page 235. eqs.(24) and (J5>: all the three expressions 
should we written J o .4: (3) at page 235: the last term in the r.h.s. of eq.i 171 oueh; to 
be eliminated: {A) at page 236. column 1. line 22: "pseudoscaiars" should be corrected 
into "pseudovectors". Let us stress that the "ball product" o is not a new fundamentai 
product since in terms of the Clifford product we have, for A. B € sec Ji -. M.g). that 

AoB = \(A B+BA). 

For stimulating, useful discussions, the authors are grateful to J.S.R. Chisholm. V.L. 
Figueiredo. E. Giannetto. A. Insoiia. G.D. Maccarrone. F. Mercuri. R. Mignani. and 
particularly to E. Ferrari. M. Francaviglia, M. Novello.S- Ragusa and A. Rigas. W.A. 
Rodrigues Jr. is particularly grateful to the Dipart. Matemática, Univ. Trento. for kind 
hospitality. 
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FOOTNOTES 

*' Let us consider that the metric tensor g € sec(rW x T'M) induces the "dual metric" 
j in the spaces A*(r" W \ :p] 

where S?I-»?J € sec( A4T*A#. £) is the so-called Hodge bundle. For future reference note 
that, in the particular case in which pi = vi - -f € sec(Aar*.1f, j). 

#*>.*») = -.«(**.*¥>>• 

* : For a compirttly geometric formulation (and generalization to arbitrary gauge groupsi 
of the theory, we ought however to make recourse to a spliced bundle r : Pop — M with 
group G x G where M is an arbitrary space time with non zero Lorentzian curvature^"', 
cf. ref.M. 

** By adopting Hestenes' notations (cf. the second one of refs.'13'). we cal! space-hmt 
algebra the Clifford algebra flu that we called "Dirac algebra1" in ref.'̂ . More correctly 
we shall reserve the name Dirac algebra for JÍ4.1 ? u*(4). Notice, incidentally, thai the 
Majoiana algebra R3j is quite different from Jíu. so that two algebras [ U u ~ H{2). and 
H2.1 ~ iF?( 4)} can be naturally associated with Minkoswski space time: and this can have 
a bearing on physics (even for the mathematical problems with tachyons, for instance). 
At last, the Paul» algebra is ftxo =r<F(2). 

** Recall that we denote the Clifford product in C(rM,g). as well as in K(r'M,g), by 
mere jvstapositxon of symbols. 

* s Recall that, whereas 7s is the volume element in K.[r'M,g), in ref ̂  TS = eoeieje3 6 
Ctr.lf.fl» and {f„} is an orthonormal basis of f?1,3. 

*' Note that the scalar product between * r € \r{T;M) and ** € A*(77M) is defined 
by *r * t = {*r**)|,_,|; i.e., it is the component in A ^ ' f ^ A f ) of the Clifford product 
of • . and %k. 
Sometimes we make recourse also the ball product (o) which, in terms of the Clifford 

product, is defined as follows: A o B = *(>4 J9 +B A}- The tildle operation, in its turn, is 

denned as follows: D - d^d, ...0% ; D=dr...d7di where the d, 6 / ? 1 J . 1 = 1.2... r. 

*7 Such a terminology is, of course, acceptable only when working in the base mani
fold. Despite this fact, the theory of electromagnetism with monopok» without string, 
containing the potentials A and B, can be formulated as a PFB x : P o P -* M with 
group (7(1) x f/(l), where A and B are "parts" of a genuine connection in the sense of a 
PFB theory**. 
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